We have assembled a system using a personal computer workstation equipped with standard o 6 c e software, an aGdio system, speech recognition software and an inexpensive radio-based wireless microphone that permits laboratory workers to enter or modify data while performing other: work. Speech recognition permits users to enter data while their hands are holding equipment or thcy are otherwise unable to operate a keyboard. The wireless microphone allows unencumbered movement around the laboratory without a "tether" that might interfer'e with equipment or experimental procedures, To evaluate the potential of voice data entry in i! laboratory environment, we developed a prototype '. relational database that records the disposal of radionuclides and/or hazardous chemicals:( Oarrent regulations in our laboratory require that each such item being discarded must be inventoried and documents must be prepared that summarize the contents of each container used for disposal. Using voice commands, the user enters items into the database as each is discarded. Subsequently, the program prepares the required documentation.
INTRODUCTION
The storage and analysis of digital experimental data acquired by computer-controlled ! I instruments is playing an ever increasing role in scientific laboratories. Computer database programs are also being used to organize the information needed to run a laboratory (1). In addition, experimental protocols and other docllments that are generated by people; rather than instruments, are being prepared in digital form with increasing frequency, typically using a word processor or a spreadsheet program. One area that has been relatively slow to convert to a digital format is the preparation or modification of.documents in which data entry or annotation must be performed during the course of some other activity, such as the preparation of samples. It occurred to us that recently introduced software that permits computers to recognize and act on huinan speech might facilitate the greater use of digital data during activities in which 
Computer and Audio Systems
The components required for the voice data entry system are shown in Figure 1 . We used a generic personal computer with a 300 AdHz Intel (Santa Clara, CAY USA) Celetron processor, 125 Mb of random access memory (RAM); the Microsoft (Redmond, WA, USA) NT operating system (version 4, service pack 4) equipped with Microsoft Office 97 Professional Editjon; Dragon 3JaturallySpeaking@ Preferred version 3.52 s o h a r e (Dragon Systems, Newton, MA, USA) and at Sound Blaster Pro audio interface system (Creative Labs, Milpitas, CA, USA). The microphone headset for input to the audio system supplied with the voice recognition software was replaced by the base unit of an FM Wireless Micrbphme System (Tandy/Radio Shack, Fort Worth, TX, USA). This system 1 operates in the 6 m fiwedlmobile communications band. The microphone #and batterypowered transmitter of the wireless microphone.system are worn by the person using the data entry system. The transmitter, which measures 60 )x. 90 x 15 mm and weighs 130 g, can be kept in the pocket of a laboratory coat or attached to the belt. The microphone is connected to the transmitter by a 700 mm long lightweight insulated wire cable, which also serves as the unitzs antenna. When attached to the collar of a shirt or blouse, the microphone is positioned close to the user's throat. In some experiments, we replaced this microphone and transmitter with a radio,-transceiver (2 1-41 0 or 21-407; Tandy/Radio Shack) that operates on one of five predetermined frequencies in the same band'as the wireless microphone system. The 21-407 transceiver is equipped with a headset that positions a small headphone over one ear and the microphone on a boom near the wearer's mouth. In contrast, the 21-410 combines the functions of a microphone and speaker in a single transducer that is mounted in an earplug worn in the user's ear. Unlike the transmitter that is supplied with the wireless microphone system and broadcasts continuously, both transceivers broadcast only on command in either$ a "push-totalk?' or a "voice-activated" mode.,*They can easily be modified to transmit continuously, albeit with reduction in.,battery life. Both transceivers connect to their audio. transducers I and attach to the user's clothing in a inanner similar to the supplied transmitter, but are slightly .larger and heavier. 
Laboratory Voice Data ,Entry:System
The personal computer used in this application is connected to a local-area network (LAN) and functions as part of a system for data acquisition, storage and analysis, which has been described elsewhere (2) . Thus, data files can be stored on a server and later recalled by any person with proper authorization and access to thejLAN or the Internet,. Various componentsi attached to the network, such as laser printers, are used by the syAtem described here for the generation of reports.
Radiological Waste Inventory Data System, I
To demonstrate the use of.voice recognition in a laboratory environment, we developed a system to track radiological wastes that were discarded during the preparation of experimental samples. We, implemented the waste inventory system as a relational database using Microsoft Access 97, which is a component of Microsoft Office 97 Professional Edition. The scheme of the database is shown in FGigure 2. The central table of this database records transactions in which a worker discards one or more items of a particular type into a particular container. The other tables in the database contain supporting information about the properties of the objects that can be discarded, the people performing the action, the containers in'use, the types of containers available; the types of materials hat can be plaeed in different types of containers, etc.
The various fields available in each table are also shown in Figure 2 , as are the dependencies between tables. The transaction form for entering the information required to fill out one row in a Radioactivg Waste Inventory Sheet (RWIS) is shown in Figure 3 . (In the lexicon of Access and other database management systems, a form is a collection of information formatted primarily for display on the computer screen, Lwhile a report is a collec: tion of information formattea primarily for printing. Because the paper-based waste.di Figure 2 . Scheme of the waste inventory database. Data are stored in 7 tables, which are related to one another a' s indicated by the lines. The names of the tables are indicared at the top with the list of fields given below. The relations are all one-to-many, indicated by the symbols.1 and =a, respectively. For example, each staff member may be responsible €or several containers. Five of the tables hold information used to provide the options availabIe €or completing each field of a single transaction in which one or more items are discarded (Le., a single row of the transactions table).
posal system of our laboratory does not make this distinction, the piece of papeI; called a Radioactive Waste Control Form [RWCF] is generated as a report in the data system.)
Large fonts are used so that operators can confirm entries easily at some distance from the computer display. The operator can use voice commands to move the focus of the computer screen to various objects (controls) OD. the form, select items from pick lists-that some controls contain or enter data when the range of acceptable values are not known a priori, and to execute other commands. All such'functions can also be performed using a keyboard or pointing device, which are provided. Other forms are used when containers are logically opened and closed and to perfonn.other fbnctions. Table 1 lists the system's forms and reports. Logically, closing a container automatically generates a report that provides'ta summary of its contents and contains the information that must accompany it through the waste management system. Figure 12 shows a portion of such a report, which is formatted to duplicate the paper RWCF.
-
DXS CUSSION
Our experiments demonstrate that voice data entry in a laboratory enviroment is possible using readily available hardware and software and offers significant advantagks for certain activities. TVc have also) identified factors that should be considered in evaluating the use of voice entry of laboratory data.
Speech Recognition System
Within the %,past few years, several vendors.have introduced modestly priced voice recognition software. Voice entry also requires audio inpur. hardware (Le., sound cards) that are being supplied as standard components with many personal computers. Likewise, the radio sys-' tern that permits bee movement around 1. the laboratory is designed for the consumer market and is thus reasonably priced. Paradoxically, the most significant coste.in equipping a computer system for voice data entry is not in any specialized hardware or software but in the 'computer itself..Speech recognition is a computationally Figure 3 . The form used to enter individuaI Jxinsactions into the waste inventory database. The name of the person using the database is supplied to the program from information acquired by the operating systek when the person loggedk The type of items that can be discarded are provided in pick lists. Other tables in the database (Figure 8 ) record information about the discardable items such as the units in which they are measured, their average unit weight and class Cpaper, plastic, metal, etc.). Such information is required to provide summaries of the contents of filled containers, as required by existing regulations. The date and time of each transaction are entered automatically when the transaction is completed using data kom the computer's clock. The user supplied data (Article Description, Quantity, etc.) can be entered by moving from one control to the next. However, the default data entry method is for, the user to speak a phrase such as "numeral 5 fifteen mL tubes". After the voice recognition software interprets these words, the phrase appears in the Enter Natural Text control. If the phrase was recognized tori-ectly, the user activates the Parse control (Parse is the default entry on this, form, so one option is to say "new line"), thus activating a code module that parses the phrase and loads the results into the relevant text controls. Both the recognized phrase and the resulting text control entries are shown in the figure above. After checking the mntries, the user completes the transaction by activating the OK control (one option is to say "type alt IS').
Laboratory Voice Data Entry System Contains controls for entering data describing an item or items being discarded. The information from this form constitutes one record in a Radioactive Waste Inventory Form.
Adds a record describing atnew class of items that can. be discarded into the Articles table.
Confirms that the user has specified that a particular container is to be logically closed.
Initiates generation of a Radioactive Waste Inventory repori or an RWCF, which are described below.
Lists all of the records of items placedin a container plus header information such as the type of container and the name of the person I I who generated the waste. A portion of a Radioactive Waste Inventory prepared by the Waste Inventory Data System is shown in Figure 5 .
Summarized the conterits of each container. An example is shown in Figure 6 .
Lists the contents of the Articles table (Le., the classes of articles that can be entered into the database as having been discarded). This report is generated by a control located on the Add Articles Form.
J.L. Prsissrnan and J.C. Sutherland demandingprocess and requires both a fast processor and a lot of Rt-11M. The system we assembled frequently requires a few seconds to recognize some words and,phrases,' a delay that can be distracting during an experimental procedure. Thus, we recommend that voice data entry systems should be based on the fastest available microprocessor. Some. recently introduced microprocessors have special on-chip hardware that facilitates computationally intensive multimedia tasks. Presumably, such !systems would be worth the additional cost in voice data entry applications.$ the voice recognition software appeared to provide the highest quality sound and would be adequate in applications in which the operator remains seated in one location (e.g., while operating a microscope). However, the connections to the.computer are too restrictive if the operator $must move around the laboratory, The clip-on microphone supplied with the FM wireless microphone system is unobtrusive, but when attached to a person's collar, it is positioned near the wearer's throat rather than near the side of the mouth, as recommended by the speech recognition software documentation. The FM radio transceiver with a headset positionsJthe microphone properly, but is intrusive. The transceiver with the microphonci in an earplug provides adequate audio quality with minimum.bu& and reduced thl effects o f room noise. However, some xers found,the earplug uncomfortable. All of these transmitters provided signals that the speech recogition software was able to process correctly. The software documentation recomends retraining thk . progam whenever the microphone or other components of the audio system are changed. The accuracy of speech recognition software is influenced bye background noise, thus a quiet environment is desirable. We should have liked to use the text-to-speech capabili-' ty of the sokware to provide feedback to the user indicating the data was entered, but this capability was not available'for use with Access in ow version of the.sofhvare. However, we use large fonts in the transaction form to permit operators to check the data even when they are located some distance
I
The microphones we tested represents range of trade offs. The headset supplied with , from the computer. We also programmed the computer to generate a bell-like sound to confirm that a record has been entered. Text-to-speech using the speakers of the,sound system would ' prevent more than one person from using ,voice entry ir, a given area. However, E multiple., users could be accommodated, if the speaker system I was replaced by a radio linlcvfrom the computer to the personal headphones of the user. Our experience with [he radio transceivers suggests that using the same frequency for both directions would not be desirable. Pressing . the "push-to-talk" button of the transceiver defeats the goal of hands-fi-ee data entry, while the. "voice-operated-transmission" Figure 4 . Add Articles form.used to.add a new class.of discardable items to the data base. This form .allows end users to add new classes of articles to the Articles table ( Figure 2) ; which provides the pick list for the Article Description control on the Transaction €orm. (Figure. 3). Records can also be?added to or removed. from the Articles table and the' five other supporting tables shown in Figure 2 by opening the,table in Datasheet View using the Access programming environment, but such.procedures are normally performed only by.the database manager. mode causes the user to preface most phrases with "aggggah", or some similar sound to initiate a transmission, therebyc confusing the speech recognition program. Thus, user-specific voice feedback would be most effective if separate radio.fiequencies were used in ' each direction, i.e., full-duplex mode.
Speech recognition is a statistical process, so recognition errors at some level are unavoidable. Effective operation of the speech recognition software requires significant training of both the operator and the speech recognition program. The speech recognition program is "trained" by having each user read text displayed by the program on the computer screen. The system maintains a separate voice recognition resource file for each user. Tliere is also a provision for building application-specific vocabularies by pro- Figure 5 . Radioactive Waste Inveptory. This report is generated when the container designated by rhe indicated RWCF is logically closed. It lists all of the items placed in the container including data automatically added by the computer system such as the dare and time of entry and the person recording the transaction, plust* "header" information such as the type of the container and the RWCF number. It can be printed or displayed on a computer screen, as shown here.
Fignrc 6. Part of a report generated by the waste inventory database system summarizing the contents of a specific container. Th'e summary information is generated automatically, saving the user the time and effort required to compile such information by hand. It can be printed or displayed on the screen, as shown here.
viding files that contain ticknical terms and by responding to questions from the program regarding words not in its dictionary. Such training is also specific to each user.
Voice recognition is, in some ways, like a "command line" computer interface, in that the operator needs to know about a dozen spoken commands that . sre used to control the computer. These requirements mean that voice data entry is best suited for applications in which a , small number o i people fiequently perform repetitive tasks I that benefit significantly from capturing data in digital form as, the work proceeds. An example of such a program is described ', below.
Laboratory Applications of Speech Recognition (0 Our prototype Waste Inventory Data Systeni, database application has many of the attributes appropriate for voice data entry in a laboratory. environment. Experiments involving the han-, dling of radionuclides take place' in reserved areas that can be entered only by authorized individuals, hence reducing interference fi-om background noise. Workers handling.radionuclides must complete several types of % ' training, so the additional invest-499. ment in learning the use of the voice data entry system is a small fraction of the total training load. The requirement that items discarded during such experiments must be invento-* ried, whether or not they are contaminated, places a premium on capturing such data as the items are discarded. The types of items discarded during an experiment are ;usually limited (tubes, paper wipes, pipet tips, etc.) and thus can be easily entered in Iisk from which the user can make a selection. New items can be added to the list using the "Add. , Articles" form, which also records information on the items' weight, type (paper, plastic; 1 metal, etc.), state (solid or liquid) and the name that will be used in voice recognition; as shown in Figure 4 . The major advantage of the voice data entry system is realized when a container is "closed" using the Select Containez Fom. This step calls a code module ' (written in Access Visual Basic for Applications) that mwes the entry for each itemjn the transactions table to the RadioactivelWaste Inventory report, as shown in Figure 5 . The information in this report is also condensed to produce.an RWCF, which summarizes the contents.of the container. Figure 6 shows an ex&ple of this report, whch can be printed and attached to the container when it is deIivered to the waste management system."The code module performs a variety of required calculations, such as determining the fraction of the container composed of paper, plastics, metals, etc., hence eliminating considerable time that a person would take to perform these calculations.
An advantage of implementing the radiological inventory system using a relational database as opp'osed to, €or example, a spreadsheet, is the ease of checking that organizational niles are followed. For example, entering a transaction in which a liquid sample is reported as being placed in a type of container not designed for liquids generates a warning message. We also check that the person generating the waste is currentlycertified to handle the materials being discarded. Tzlis check is hplemented using the various training fields in the Staff Table (see bigwe 2) , which contain the date through which a staff member is authorized to perform a given fimction: At present, such data must be maintained by the local database administrator, but could be obtained by ow database program ' by submitting a query over the network to the laboratory-wide training database. Similarly, the data listing the contents of each container and the various summaries contained in the RWIS and RWCF, respectively, could be transmitted directly ia digital form to a central database.
CONCLUSION
Speechhrecognition software can be used to enter data during an experiment without diverting the user from the task at hand. Replacing the microphone supplied w i t h speech recognition programs permits the user to move freely around the laboratory. While the cost of the auxiliary hardware and software to implement such a system is modest, the computationally demanding nature of speech recognition requires a fast microprocessor and a large quantity of M?vI to provide acceptable performance. Effective use of speech recognition in a laboratory is €acilitated by a quiet environment and requires kaining of both the people using the system and the speech recognition software. Thus, speech recognition is most usefiil for applications in which real-time capture of data during a procedure provides substantial benefits. The recording of items discarded during work involving radioactive or hazardous samplks is such an application because the data-E base program, rather than a staff member, prepares the documentation required by waste management regulations. Voice recognition, combined with database technologies, offers the potential of, I increased efficiency in the capture and reporting of a variety of data in the laboratory environment. It is particularly valuable in situations in which repetitive and, hence, predictable operations must be performed and where ordered and predictable data must be stored for future reference. The gains in productivity that can,be achieved in such environments can justify the costs associated with developing voice recognition database SYSterns. In apprapriate circumstances, increases 111 the ease of data entry outweigh the inherent loss in flexibility that such systems impose.
The technologies underlying voice data entry systems has improved significantly in . the short tikpe since we described this system. Voice recognition technology, the most application-specific enabling mhnology, has shown si@icant improvement with several vendors offeiing excellent systems. Dragon NaturallySpealcinga voice recognition softwzre is cunkntly shipped as version 6, compared to the version 3.5 product that we used. Among the most significant improvements are the ability of the current version to correctly recognize words spoken as a part of a continuous stream, compared to the "-distinct-word__pattem-required . in nineteen-ninety-nine.':
The available tocls for developing voice recognition applications have also improved.
There have been important advancements in several other supporting technologies. Computer performance has forged ahead, as we have come to expect. The rapid penetration j of mobile phones in the communications mArketplace has brought with them a wide assortment of improved audio input/output gear-headphones and microphones-which are both more comfortable and offer improved fidelity.at modest cost. Computer displays represent a less obvious, but perhaps more important, area of improvement. The cost of flat screen monitors has dropped sharply in the last few years, and these devices are far less obtrusive and safer in the laboratory workspace than their cathode-ray tube-based predecessors.
Despite these significant improvements, voice recognition is still only aniche form of human-computer interface. More training and practice are required to enable effective use of voice recogniticn input compared to the ubiquitous keyboard and mouse. Thus, voice recognition is still most likely to be successful in situations in which laboratory personnel regulzly perform generally similar operations in reasonably isolated and qeiet areas.
Voice data entry will be most likely to return benefits greater-than cost when it is part of a comprehensive systems approach to facilitating laboratory operations, rather than an independent addition to existing procedures. Adding voice data entry to existing-procedues is particularly problematic if the organizational entity developing the new capability is not in complete control of the entire process. For example, developing a database to frill out one or more forms or reports should not be attempted unless the authority to specify the format of the report rests with thetsame entity that develops .the data system. 0th-3 erwise, the effort expended in imylementing the data system may be nullified by changes in the underlying process or the reporting requirement.
